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Abstract.
16869987339975 · 2171690 ± 1 are the largest known twin
primes ever found.

1. Introduction

Prime numbers are of fundamental importance in number theory and
cryptography. Many encryption methods are based on the theory of prime
numbers. A famous unsolved problem of number theory is to prove that there
are infinitely many twin primes, i.e. pairs of primes which differ by two. It is a
serious challenge for the science of computational number theory to find large
primes or to produce a huge number of primes.
2. Purposes
Our goal was to find large twin primes greater than the known ones. In
order to reach this, we had to use high speed sieving methods and primality
testing.
Our investigations were based on some theoretical conceptions described
by K.-H. Indlekofer and A. Járai in the papers [1] and [2]. We used “triplesieving”. This method gave us a chance to find large Sophie Germain primes,
too. The number p is called Sophie Germain prime, if p and p + 2 are both
primes.
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3. Results
We have been looking for twin and Sophie Germain primes by checking
the primality of
p = (5775 + h · 30030) · 2171960 − 1
for 0 ≤ h < 233 . Sieving out all candidates for which p, p + 2 or 2p + 1 has a
divisor less then 248 , their number decreased from 8.5 billion to about 5 million.
After testing about 370000 candidates we have found
16869987339975 · 2171960 ± 1,
which are 51779 of digits, to be primes.
At the time of submitting this paper the tests are going on in the
expectation of finding large Sophie Germain primes, too. We are going to
present details about the applied methods and computations elsewhere.
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